The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

B.A.; Faculty Program in Environment; Ecological Determinants of Health in Society (54 cr.) – program prerequisites/corequisites heading revised, program requirements text revised, complementary courses added, complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

Faculty of Arts

B.A.; Honours in Religious Studies; Asian Religions (60 cr.) – a required course deleted, a required course added, complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses; ES Comments/Corrections: Include omitted required course RELG 204 in the existing program requirements.

B.A.; Honours in Religious Studies; Western Religions (60 cr.) – complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses;

B.A.; Joint Honours - Religious Studies Component; Asian Religions (36 cr.) – complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses;

B.A.; Joint Honours - Religious Studies Component; Western Religions (36 cr.) – complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses;

B.A.; Major Concentration in World Religions (36 cr.) – complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in World Religions (18 cr.) – complementary-course headings revised, a complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Religion and Globalization (18 cr.) – required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, how complementary courses chosen revised, how complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: Better reflect course lists and updates to courses;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Catholic Studies (18 cr.) – description, complementary-course headings revised, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Program has not been revised for more than 15 years, so the program goals and courses have been updated.

School of Continuing Studies

Diploma in Supply Chain and Operations Management (30 cr.) – a required course deleted, a required course added. Rationale: Update to program content.

Retirements

None.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Arts

LING 215 Languages of the World (3 cr.) [PRN 10550];
COMS 301 Core Concepts in Critic Theory (3 cr.); ES comments/queries: Course title abbreviated – proposed was too long.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts [continued]

SENT 499 Intern: Social Entrepreneurship (3 cr.)

NOTE TO CLASS SCHEDULE: New subject code; ES comments/queries: Course title abbreviated – proposed was too long; should supplementary info be revised to read “…the Fall semester after a Summer internship”? Revise hrs/wk to read 3 hrs/wk for 13 weeks;

RELG 358 Religion and Cinema in India (3 cr.) [PRN 10693]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Indicate “Yes” for program change forms submitted; should the course have slot status? Should a restriction be indicated as “Not open to students who have taken RELG 547 when topic was “Religion and Cinema in India”? Revise effective date to “201609” to coincide with program’s revisions effective date;

RELG 366 Rivers, Religion & Enviro S-Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 10694]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Indicate “Yes” for program change forms submitted; title revised to include punctuation and ampersand; effective date revised to “201609” to coincide with program’s revisions effective date;

RELG 444 Indian Ocean Relig Networks (3 cr.) [RN 10695]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Indicate “Yes” for program change forms submitted; effective date revised to “201609” to coincide with program’s revisions effective date;

CATH 320 Catholicism and Modernity (3 cr.). Affected program revised; ES comments/queries: Correct Teaching Department to read “Arts – Dean’s Office”;

CATH 330 Catholicism in a Glob. Context (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Correct Teaching Department to read “Arts – Dean’s Office”; title abbreviated – proposed was too long;

SOCI 212 International Migration (3 cr.) [PRN 10497];
SOCI 375 Suspect Minorities in Canada (3 cr.) [PRN 10493];
SOCI 400 Comp. Migration & Citizenship (3 cr.) [PRN 10510]; ES comments/queries: Effective date revised to “201609”;

SOCI 502 Sociology of Fertility (3 cr.) [PRN 10448]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/queries: Revise rationale to indicate “upper-level course …”;

HIST 322 History of Forced Migrations (3 cr.) [PRN 9665];
HIST 378 Early Medieval China (3 cr.) [PRN 9670];
HIST 429 Topics: Gender/Feminist Hist (3 cr.) [PRN 9688]; ES comments/queries: Indicate “Yes” for slot status;
HIST 522 Topics: Canadian Int’l History (3 cr.) [PRN 10707];
CLAS 332 Intermediate Modern Greek 2 (3 cr.);
ANTH 513 The Poetry of Anthropology (3 cr.) [PRN 10591]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/queries: Revise effective date to “201609”;

LLCU 614 Cultural Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 10765]. Affected program indicated; ES comments/queries: Revise effective date to “201609”;

School of Continuing Studies
CMS2 527 Bus Intelligence and Analytics (3 cr.) [PRN 10957].

Desautels Faculty of Management

Revisions
Faculty of Arts

RELG 208 WrldRel & the Cult They Create (3 cr.) [PRN 10430] – description; affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Indicate “Yes” for program change forms submitted; revise effective date to “201609”;

RELG 456 Theories of Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 10727] – restriction;
RELG 573 Religions in Global Society (3 cr.) [PRN 10431] – title, prerequisites; ES comments/queries: Revise effective date to “201609”;

CATH 200 Introduction to Catholicism (3 cr.) – description; ES comments/queries: Correct Teaching Department to read “Arts – Dean’s Office”;

CATH 315 Catholicism and Ethics (3 cr.) – title, description; ES comments/queries: Title abbreviation revised.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
CATH 325 Mystery and the Imagination (3 cr.) – title, description; ES comments/queries: Title abbreviation revised;
CATH 340 Catholicism and Public Policy (3 cr.) – title, description;
ISLA 421 Islamic Culture-Indian Subcont (3 cr.) [PRN 10829] – title, description, prerequisites;
ISLA 541D1/D2 Introductory Persian (6 cr.) [PRN 10838] – description;
ISLA 542D1/D2 Lower Intermediate Persian (6 cr.) [PRN 10839] – description;
ISLA 543 Upper Intermediate Persian 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10836] – description;
ISLA 544 Upper Intermediate Persian 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10837] – description;
HIST 319 The Scientific Revolution (3 cr.) [PRN 9664] – description, prerequisites;
CLAS 331 Intermediate Modern Greek 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10494] – title, description, prerequisites; affected program indicated;
CLAS 429 Medieval Greek (3 cr.) [PRN 9784] – title, description, prerequisites, slot status;
COMS 400 Critical Theory Seminar (3 cr.) – description, prerequisites; ES comments/queries: Indicate existing prerequisites as these were omitted;
FRSL 101 Beginners French 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8908] – prerequisites;
FRSL 102 Beginners French 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10974] – supplementary info; ES comments/queries: What does added Note 2 mean?
FRSL 103 Near Beginners French (3 cr.) [PRN 8909] – supplementary info;
FRSL 207, 207D1/D2 Elementary French 01 (6 cr.) [PRN 10985] – prerequisites;
FRSL 208 Intensive Elementary French (6 cr.) [PRN 10986] – prerequisites;
FRSL 211, 211D1/D2 Oral and Written French 1 (6 cr.) [PRN 10987] – prerequisites;
FRSL 303 Listening Comp & Oral Exp 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10989] – prerequisites;
FRSL 325 Oral&Writ French 2-Intensive (6 cr.) [PRN 10991] – prerequisites;
FRSL 333 Intermediate French: Grammar 02 (3 cr.) [PRN 10992] – prerequisites;
FRSL 408 Français oral: Textes et Exp (3 cr.) [PRN 10993] – prerequisites;
FRSL 431, 431D1/D2 Français fonctionnel avancé (6 cr.) [PRN 10994] – prerequisites;
FRSL 446 Français fonctionnel écrit 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10995] – prerequisites;
FRSL 455 Grammaire et création (3 cr.) [PRN 10996] – prerequisites.

Desautels Faculty of Management

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
CATH 320 Scripture and Catholicism (3 cr.).